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Previous Industry – University Collaboration System

• Siemens has had a University-centred, strategic partnership approach in place 

for the past 20 years. This approach was centred around two layers; I) a top-tier 

level comprising of bilateral relationships with eight “Centres of Knowledge 

Interchange” (CKI) Universities with a global footnote, and II) a second-level 

composed of Principal Partner (PP) Universities. 

• Over time, Universities transformed from solo to key players in vibrant innovation 

ecosystems.

• Siemens took the opportunity to join and define such ecosystems and, hence, 

took the Industry – University Collaboration System to the next level by 

transforming its University-centric approach to an ecosystem one. 

1. Creating the RIEs: 

• For Siemens, it was politically challenging to switch to the current system, a 

process that required sensitive communication with the previous CKI and PP 

University partners.

• Siemens’ strategy was to keep the original 8 CKI and 7 PP Universities as 

partners and to circle an RIE around them, as they were established partners in 

their local environment. The Indian RIE was motivated by a need for a more 

international footprint, and a talent generator for their Indian office branches. 

• Jointly with the CKI and PP Universities, Siemens chooses partners in the newly 

formed RIE. 

2. Managing the RIEs:

• On agreements’ formalisation: Siemens created a “breathing” structure of 

informal agreements with new ecosystem partners to test the relationships 

without creating high/false expectations.

• On governance: An account management team is installed per RIE, to funnel, 

bundle and translate Siemens’ requests to RIEs and communicate the RIEs’ 

diverse needs back to Siemens. Each team is comprised of an: 

• I) account manager (located in RIE universities); 

• II) account manager for the ecosystem; 

• III) research collaboration manager (on Siemens’ side); 

• IV) dedicated person from Siemens’ HR team and 

• V) dedicated person from Siemens’ University Relations team. 

New University Engagement Strategy

• Currently, Siemens’ portfolio has 16 Siemens Research and Innovation 

Ecosystems (RIEs) – globally connected and locally anchored.

• Each RIE establishes local proximity with Siemens R&D research centres and 

operates on a framework to cover all the different local stakeholders: 1) home 

base location of ecosystem hub, 2) academia; 3) research institutes and 

facilities; 4) the start-up environment; 5) local specialities, e.g., governmental 

relations; 6) Industrial partners; 7) technological focus with CCT relevance; and 

8) Siemens–related business.

• Siemens matches their 11 core technology fields with the RIEs to optimally invest 

in research and commercialisation.

Succeeding in the ecosystem game
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Succeeding in the ecosystem game (continued)

• On steering partners: Siemens has observed cases of lead RIE Universities which

i) are either hesitant to benefit from the RIEs' corporate partners or ii) proactively 

invite other regional players on the table, as such collaborations make them 

look attractive for international students. 

• On orchestrating priorities: In the past, Siemens had a strong footprint in the 

research innovation arena to orchestrate their internal needs, whereas currently 

they also focus on developing University infrastructures, e.g., living labs for 

University-Business collaborations.

3. Establishing an ecosystem culture:

• The way to foster open innovation and a co-creation culture differs from RIE to 

RIE.

• Siemens aims to create good  practice examples that can be used as blueprints 

for other RIEs.

4. Measuring success: 

• Creating impact for Siemens boils down to creating results off collaborations; 

innovative products, business scaleups, commercialisation processes, etc.

• Siemens uses both quantitative and qualitative metrics to measure RIE success. 

The company has opted to favour academic KPIs (e.g., joint publications, joint 

intellectual property, etc.) above business-centric indicators.

• On whether the shift to RIEs changed the kind of Universities Siemens choses to 
work with: Not really; Siemens reaches out more to universities of applied 

sciences because they are close to industry and often have better 

collaboration agreements, but they also continue working with fundamental 

research institutes, e.g., Max Planck.

• On integrating the communication across the diverse needs of Siemens with 
individual account managers:  A core team of the I, IV and V people (see 

“managing the RIEs” section) select dedicated University relation managers for 

Siemens and RIE businesses to work together on collaborations’ realisation. 

• On measuring success: 
• Current metrics include annual reports by key partners.

• In the future, metrics may expand to encompass annual ecosystem 

reports and a review of multiple investments, e.g., bilateral/publicly 

funded research projects, industrial PhDs, memberships, etc.

• An ambitious goal is to establish an investment structure, e.g., with 25-

30% of Siemens’ revenue, for RIE universities to work on core 

technologies. 

Summarising: Siemens focuses on establishing: 

• Clear work ownership, to encourage employees to feel responsible for driving 

the partnerships in the complex ecosystem network.

• “Breathing structures” of agreements to not create high/wrong expectations.

• Active expectations management.

• Obvious mutual benefits between RIE partners.

• Transparent measurement systems.
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